
Sample 30x30 Letter to the Editor

Word count should be between 200 and 250 words.

Body:

[BRIEF EXPLANATION OF WHY YOU SUPPORT 30X30]

FOR EXAMPLE: In [YOUR COMMUNITY], the mountains and rivers [OR the forests and streams OR

outdoor spaces] are more than the backdrop of daily life—they bring us solace and inspire our joy. I have

had the fortune to live in this corner of the world for XX years, and have dedicated my work to helping

make sure that my children/grandchildren can walk these same trails and breathe the same fresh air.

OR: For too long, the costs and impacts of the loss of nature have fallen disproportionately on

low-income communities and communities of color. Due to the inequitable distribution of greenspace,

communities like [YOUR COMMUNITY] are often denied nature’s benefits and suffer from higher rates of

obesity, diabetes, and other chronic diseases.

OR: The science is clear: conserving and restoring natural areas is an effective strategy to buffer against

the worst impacts of climate change. [YOUR COMMUNITY] depends on the natural systems that provide

our food, clean air, and fresh drinking water, and are the source of our well-being and economic security.

That is why I loudly applaud the Biden Administration’s efforts to conserve 30 percent of U.S. lands,

waters, and ocean by 2030—an effort often called ‘30x30’.

This ambitious and inclusive vision for conservation, is an opportunity to accelerate locally-driven

conservation efforts in [YOUR COMMUNITY] and communities across the country. More places like

[LOCAL PARK, OPEN SPACE, OR PROTECTED AREA] would provide close-to-home opportunities to get into

nature, and improve community access to outdoor spaces, and help bring life back to our remaining

natural areas.

Please join me in applauding the Biden Administration’s efforts to ensure that nature’s benefits are

accessible to everyone in [YOUR COMMUNITY] and are safeguarded for generations to come. Urge

[LOCAL, STATE, OR NATIONAL ELECTED LEADER] to support this important effort to conserve 30x30.


